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This month we will be discussing the Convention of 2016 along
with the Great T-Shirt debate.
So come on out and help us
make some decisions.

Pond loach
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pond_loach

The pond loach, dojo loach (ドジョウ, dojō?), or oriental/
Japanese weather loach (Misgurnus anguillicaudatus), is a freshwater fish in the loach family Cobitidae. They are native to East Asia
but are also popular as an aquarium fish and introduced elsewhere
in Asia and to Europe and North America.[1] The alternate name
weather loach is shared with several other Cobitidae, including the
other members of the genus Misgurnus and the spotted weather loach (Cobitis taenia, commonly known as
spined loach). This term comes from their ability to detect changes in barometric pressure and react with frantic
swimming or standing on end. This is because before a storm the barometric pressure changes, and this is
known to make these fish more active. The pond loach also comes in a variety of colors, such as pink, orange,
and gray.
Description :

Like many other loaches, pond loaches are slender and eel-like. They can vary in colour

from yellow to olive green, to a common light brown or grey with lighter undersides. The mouth of the
loach is surrounded by three sets of barbels. It uses them to sift through silt or pebbles to find food. It also
uses them to dig under gravel and sand to conceal itself out of nervousness or defence unlike the other
loaches who use the spines beneath the eyes.
They can grow up to 12 inches (30.5 cm) long. The fish are bottom-dwelling scavengers, feeding mainly
on organic material such as algae. Pond loaches are omnivorous and may also feed on tubifex worms and other
small aquatic organisms. By producing a layer of mucus to keep themselves damp they can survive short periods
of desiccation. They are very hardy fish that can live in poor quality water.
In the aquarium: Pond loaches are active, peaceful, and hardy fish that are sometimes used as starter fish in an
aquarium. They can be "friendly" towards humans, allowing physical contact and hand feeding. They are extremely peaceful. They get along better with goldfish.[citation needed]
The loaches will be more active given more space and greater numbers. Solitary pond loaches tend to spend
much of their time hiding. They will spend a lot of time hiding or staying still, but should be given a place to
stay which will have cover and shade. Tank decorations that they can swim through and driftwood both work
great for this.
cont’d on page 3
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Presidents Message
Going once twice sold!
What a great fish show and auction we just had. There was a great amount of items for the auction and
111 entries for the show. Thanks to all who joined in on the fun. From the kitchen to the showroom and of
course the auction, we had a wonderful response from one and all. If I were to name the people that worked
so hard to make us proud I would have a message that is ten pages long. Thanks to the auctioneers who kept
those items on a fast pace so we got out of the hall at a great time. Thanks again
The Convention plans are well on their way from the speakers to the hall and the Disc Jockey. We are
planning a 60th Anniversary for the London Aquaria Society and a CAOAC Convention all in one. A few
more details and we are well in the driver’s seat to a great time. Annette has been selling raffle tickets for a
full convention ticket. They are five dollars apiece with twenty sold even before the draw, then we start another twenty. We have had one winner already and his name is Glen Hawkins from Windsor. Congrats to
him.
The Jar Show this month will be Cyprinids, (koi, danios sharks,
goldfish and white clouds to name a few) as well as our open class and
with the plant class. We also have the Family Fish Class for the October meeting.
As always we will have the auction. Please bring out your extra fish
and plants, who knows, you may pick up a bargain or two.

The

leaves are changing, get ready to move inside.
Bishop
President
London Aquaria Society

Pond loach
cont’d from front page

Due to their jumping ability the average cover should be enhanced with tape or other barriers. However, if you happen to
find your loach black and dry on the floor one morning, try
placing it back in the aquarium. Usually it will revive and swim
away and make a full recovery. In some cases, it has been reported that they can live up to three days out of a tank.[citation
needed]

Also, they may even travel up tubes and take up residence in filters, so check there if your pond loach
does not show up for roll call one day. Pond loaches enjoy digging and burrowing themselves in the substrate
of their tank, so make sure that your substrate is fine enough for them to dig in. If you keep live plants in your
tank, they will be uprooted by the loaches, so it is a good idea to weight your plants. The pond loach is also
peculiar in that it will sometimes bury itself in the substrate during times of stress. This often surprises new
owners, as the fish will "disappear" shortly after introduction to the tank only to "reappear" later.
London Aquaria Society
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Pond loach
cont’d from page 3

Because of their appetite for snails, these loaches can help alleviate snail infestations in tropical fish
tanks, though many have reported that while pond loaches do eat snails, they do not eat them at a fast
enough rate to deal with an infestation.
The fish prefer a pH of 6.5-8.0 but will tolerate far more acidic conditions even for extended amounts of
time with little negative reaction. This makes the pond loach a great choice for first-time aquariums and for
those who want a fish tank but do not want the intense, daily attention other fish require. This fish should
be kept in groups of at least 3, as they like to be in physical contact with each other and feel each other
with their barbels when they rest.
One trait which distinguishes the pond loach from most other tropical fish commonly seen at aquarium speciality shops and pet stores is the fact that they thrive at room temperature (68-72°F, 20-23°C) and
can do well even at temperatures as low as the upper 50's Fahrenheit (13-15° Celsius). The usual tropical
temperature will result in a significantly reduced lifespan (from an average 10 years to four or less). Purchasers often presume when buying tropical freshwater fish that all species will thrive in the (typical for home
freshwater aquarium installations) 76-82 °F / 24-28 °C range; this presumption is incorrect in the case of the
pond loach.
There are other varieties bred from captivity like the
gold strain and the peppered strain (not to be confused with
the pepper loach). Sometimes the pond loach (especially the
golden variety) is mistaken for the kuhli loach. The kuhli,
however, likes warm tropical temperatures, will tolerate
more acidic conditions, and matures at a much smaller four
inches (10 cm). Although these two species have numerous
differentiating traits, individual kuhli and pond loaches may
Loaches cooked in a pot at Komagata
resemble each other while young and at the usual age and
Dozeu, Tokyo, Japan
size of what most fish stores market.
As Food: The pond loach is a common food fish in East Asia, raised on a large scale in fish farming.
Side view of a Pink Loach

London Aquaria Society
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Synodontis eupterus
Featherfin Synodontis
http://diszhal.info/english/catfishes/
en_Synodontis_euptera.php



Scientific name: Synodontis eupterus (Boulenger;
1901)



Synonyms: Synodontis
macrepipterus



Common name: Featherfin Synodontis, Feather-Fin Catfish, Featherfin squeaker, Featherfin Syno

euptera,

Synodontis

Group: Catfishes


Habitat: Africa; Nigeria, Cameroon, Mali, Ghana, Sudan, Chad, Niger



Size: 30 cm, usually 15-20 cm in aquaria



Biotope: White Nile, Chad basin and Niger, at the bottom of the rivers.

 Social behavior: Sometimes quarrelsome, slightly territorial as the fish matures, especially towards other
Synodontis. Do not keep with small fishes, as they may be eaten.


Diet: Omnivorous; Frozen, live and dried foods, also vegetables as peas and cucumber.



Breeding: Unsuccessful in aquaria.



Tank: Minimum 200 litres



Population: 1 fish for 250 litres.

 Decoration: Use sand or fine gravel as substrate.
Lots of rock caves and bogwood, many hiding
places. Use floating plants to dim the lighting


Temperature: 22-27°C



pH: 6-7.5



Hardness: 8-20 NK°



Lifespan: 15-20 years

Description: Juvenile fish coloration is quite different than adult, as they have an attractive reticulated patterning. The change begins when the fish reach about 4 cm and continues until they reach 10 cm in length.
The base color of the mature fish is dark brown or grey, with small black spots on it. The fins also have this
spotted pattern. In young specimens the caudal fin is striped and, as the fish matures, the stripes seperate
forming spots. The characteristic dorsal fin, which first few rays has long extensions, also develops with age.
Featherfins can be kept as individuals or in small groups, of course only in a large tank, with many hiding
places. They got their common name from their high feather-like dorsal fin.
It’s hard to tell the sexual differences when juvenile but adult females are much plumper than males. In
nature, Synodontis eupterus breeds in areas of seasonal flooding.
London Aquaria Society
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Synodontis eupterus
Featherfin Synodontis
cont’d from page 5

They are egg scatterers, and the parents do not care the eggs/fry. In aquaria breeding was unsuccessful,
but captive breeding has occured in fish farm ponds using hormone injections.
http://diszhal.info/english/catfishes/en_Synodontis_euptera.php#ixzz3IKZkqtDZ

Leeches, Worms, & Planaria
http://naturalaquariums.com/inverts/worms.html

Worms are actually many different animals from
several major unrelated invertebrates that share a similar body shape. Worms generally have long thin and
soft bodies.
Leeches, tubifex and earth worms are all in the same
phylum, Annelida, meaning segmented worm. Annelids
have bodies made of a series of segments.
Planaria, which are commonly found in the aquarium
are from the phylum Platyheminthes. Planaria are a
type of flatworm. They are mostly scavengers whose
bodies are not in segments.
Leeches Annelida: Hirudinea: Leeches (often misspelled leach or leaches) are flattened segmented worms
with a sucker on both tail and mouth. They move by attaching the mouth sucker, then tail sucker, then mouth
sucker, and so on, flipping along the surface similar to an inchworm.
Most leeches live in the water, though some can survive dry periods water by burrowing in the mud.
Some leeches even live in moist environments on the land. Most leeches avoid light.
Unlike some worms leeches always reproduce sexually, even though they are hermaphroditic. Care of the
young varies. Some leeches leave cacoons of eggs to
care for themselves while others remain attached to
the parent.
Leeches are most commonly known for attaching on to humans and other animals, and sucking
their blood. Blood sucking leeches have well developed jaws. Different types of leeches feed on different animals, though there are also some that eat
plants, and some that feed on carrion. Leeches are
not often found in the aquarium.
London Aquaria Society
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Leeches, Worms, & Planaria
cont’d from page 6

Some of the leeches that feed on humans secrete a substance that has been found to be an anticoagulant.
Tubifex Worms Annelida: Oligochaeta: Tubifex are true worms, related to the earthworm. They are up to about 1 inch long, red in color
and get the color from blood showing through their body. Tubifex
worms are bottom dwelling and live in tubes. They live head down
with their tails waving out of the top of the tubes. They sift through the
mud looking for food. Tubifex worms are often found in dirty water.
They are also a very popular fish food.
Planaria
Platyheminthes: Turbellaria: Planaria are a type of flatworm. Flatworms are related to flukes, tapeworms, and other parasitic
worms. Planaria are a larger flatworm from the suborder triclads.
Planaria can reproduce both sexually and asexually, though they
can't fertilize their own eggs. They can reproduce asexually by splitting
in the middle to form clones of themselves. In fact if cut in to several
pieces most will grow into a new planaria. The different methods planaria use to reproduce may depend on the conditions of the animal's current environment.
Planaria are often confused with leeches, though they can be told apart easily be visual observation.
Planaria have horn like protrusions from the sides of their head and eye spots. The mouth of the planaria is
the only opening to its digestive system and is located under the middle of its body.
Planaria can be a problem in the aquarium in tanks with egg laying fish that don't protect their eggs.
The planaria can eat the fish eggs. Most planaria are scavengers of some sort but they are also often very opportunistic and will eat anything they can and this may include fish eggs. Planaria are also very hard to remove from the aquarium once established, they will also easily transfer to other aquariums on plants.

Are Marble Peacocks Line Bred?
Posted 29 June 2011 - 08:32 AM
http://www.aceforums.com.au/index.php?showtopic=51064

Hi All, please note this thread is about wether there is evidence of
marbled peacocks being hybrids, not about wether you like them. I
came across this article in Auscichlids Forum and thought it was a good
read.
Dear Members of Auscichlids.
I have been asked to reply to a question from Tony Corr about the sale of cichlids eg., Marbled Peacocks, Dragon Blood Peacocks and Tangerine Peacocks etc, etc.
London Aquaria Society
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Are Marble Peacocks Line Bred?
cont’d from page 7
The Tangerine Peacock was developed in
Sydney by Henry and Elaine Pinkowski, and
called Pink Peacocks at the time, from a recessive
gene from Aulonocara mbenji, and in the early
years it had “throw-backs” of the A.mbenji in the
progeny, but over a number of years the Tangerine colour has become more fixed and is in fact an
Aulonocara species “tangerine”. The same goes
for A.”dragon blood” from overseas development, as well as Aulonocara “eureka red” jacobfreibergi that was
developed in Germany from wild caught specimens in the Lake itself. The Marbled Peacock is now well and
truly entrenched in the Hobby and it breeds true to shape and colouration, although some are more colourful
than others, but that is the same with all Aulonocara species. I believe it should remain as a viable species for all
cichlid keepers to hold and breed. The same goes for any albino form of cichlids eg, Aulonocara “albino” species, Neolamprologus Albino brichardi, Otopharynx auromarginatus “albino, and recently Albino Psuedotropheus pindani, as well as Psedotropheus Albino greshakei, and P. albino red face macropthalmus and as well as
the Gold Severum that is a recessive gene of the Green Severum, as none of these albino forms or the Gold
severum exists in the wild as they would be too conspicuous and would soon be eliminated by other predatory
species.
However, there are other hybrids that are being traded, eg, Flower Horns and Red Parrots and Dimidiochromis “marbled” compressiceps, to name a few that are certainly cross-bred species that I believe are causing
problems within the Cichlid Keeping fraternity, especially the Flower Horns and Red parrots, with the former
being one of the most aggressive species of hybrid ever known to man, as where you see these fish, and they
are mainly in asian stores, they are tanked singularly showing to the viewer that they cannot be kept with each
other, let alone with other species. Recently, the “Electric Blue” blue ramerizi has begun to appear on the market, and it is a another coloured variety of the normal blue rams, but some of them have shown a golden sheen
to them, which means that they have both the blue and gold genes in their genes, and the Gold Ram is not a
wild caught species either. I have heard of an albino or white form of the Cyphotilapia frontosa in the wild, but
am yet to see one in captivity here in Australia, or overseas. Sure there have been reports, but until I see one, I
am not convinced of its existence. The Paracyprichromis nigripinnis has an albino form as well, but this is a
home grown one as none exist in the wild, as is the albino form of Melanochromis auratus. The white form
(not albino, as some lists state) of Convicts are a man-made species as I don’t believe they live in the wild, with
almost all of them being developed overseas from individuals that have been hatched from the original strain,
which in most cases are a recessive gene, as in the Gold Severums.
Albino forms are not as strong as the original strain, and have been killed off pretty quickly, eg
O.”Albino” aureomarginatus mentioned earlier, with some others being much hardier eg, White Convicts, Albino N.leleupi, just to name a couple.
London Aquaria Society
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Are Marble Peacocks Line Bred?
cont’d from page 8
There are also heaps of other species that are developing “albino” strains of other tropical species overseas
that are being accepted the World over eg, Tiger Barbs, Angelfish, Discus, Bristle Nose catfish and all its various shapes, Corydoras cats, Paradise Fish, Oscars, Albino Rainbow Sharks, Glowlight Tetra, Pristella Tetra, just
to name a few, and all of these are completely acceptable in the Australian Industry.
I do however, draw the line on intergeneric crosses whereby you come up with species like Flower
Horns, Red Parrots, and D. marbled compressiceps to name a few. If intergeneric crosses are allowed to be
kept and bred without any consideration as to the damages these do to the original strain they come from,
taking into consideration that we will never be allowed to import the original species again, then I pity what
will happen over the next couple of decades, when I retire from this Industry. The cichlid society’s mandate is
the furtherance of information to the members of the Society and about the Cichlid Family in general to all its
members and anyone wishing to listen and NOT, I repeat NOT the breeding and keeping and selling of HYBIDS!!
This has come about by a question from Tony Corr who is of the opinion that such species as Marbled
Peacocks should be banned from trading in the Society. But if this does occur, you will have to ban all Angelfish Varieties, all Discus Varieties as well as all the others mentioned above and the like, as they do not exist in
the wild either, so where do you draw the line on such matters. I believe when a species is KNOWN to be a
HYBRID or an INTERGENERIC cross it should not be kept by true hobbyists, but that is just my opinion for
what it is worth. Others will have their own opinion and will stick to it no matter what others will say but I
have stressed my opinion here,
Regards, Norm Halliwell

American Flagfish
The Care, Feeding and Breeding of American Flagfish
http://aquariumtidings.com/american-flagfish-care-feeding-breeding-american-flagfish/
January 6, 2015 by Matthew Seymour

Quick Stats
Minimum Tank Size: 20 Gallons (75 Litres)
Care Level: Moderately Hard
Water Conditions: 6.5 – 8.5 pH and Moderately Hard to Very Hard
Temperature: 66-86 °F (18-30 °C)
Maximum Size: 2 inches (5.5 cm)
The American flagfish (Cyprindon floridae), also known as the Florida flagfish – or simply the flagfish, is a small pupfish that is only sporadically available in fish stores. Which is a somewhat strange fact, since this is a hardy, unique looking fish, whose stripes closely resemble the American flag.
London Aquaria Society
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Are Marble Peacocks Line Bred?
cont’d from page 9
This fish is native to Florida, and is commonly found in slow moving, heavily vegetated waters, which include marshes, swamps,
ponds, canals, and lakes.
It remains relatively small in the home aquarium, and most
will grow to a maximum size of 2 inches (5.5 cm). Most American
flagfish have a life span of around two to three years, though if
they are exceptionally well cared for, they can live for as long as five years. There have even been some reports of them living for up to eight years, though this is very rare.
Housing: American flagfish are a hardy and undemanding fish, and a pair of them can live quite comfortably
in a 20 gallon (75 litres) aquarium. While they are content to be kept in small groups, they tend to do better
when kept in groups of six or more. If you are keeping them in larger groups, then the aquarium size should
be upgraded accordingly.
Some people have reported success with keeping American flagfish in a community tank, but you have
to choose their tankmates carefully. They tend to be aggressive fin nippers, and any fish kept with them
should be narrow bodied, fast swimming fish.
The males tend to be quite territorial, and they require a fair bit of room to set up a territory in. However, in larger tanks, you can quite easily accommodate a handful of males without too many issues. To help
disperse the aggression, the tank should include plenty of plants, driftwood and rocks, which will help to
break the male’s line-of-sight. But be sure to leave an open area for swimming when setting up their aquarium.
To really bring out the flagfish’s colors, you should consider using a dark substrate. Gravel is an excellent choice for the substrate in an American flagfish’s tank, though a dark colored sand will also work just as
well.
When choosing a filter for a tank containing American flagfish, it’s important to keep the current in the
tank to a minimum. Probably the easiest way to keep the current down is to use an air powered sponge filter.
This has the added benefit of making it safer for the fry, which often have a high mortality rate from other
types of filters.
Feeding: American flagfish are omnivores, and feed on crustaceans, algae, insects and plant matter in the
wild. This diet should be recreated as closely as possible in the home aquarium. This can be accomplished
through feeding them a high quality flake food, and regular feedings of vegetables. An excellent choice to feed
them is Hikari Tropical Algae Wafers . Not only is it a high quality food, but it also helps provide them the
algae they need in their diet.
They will also greedily accept any live or frozen foods that you can provide. Their favorite live foods
are daphnia, brine shrimp and blackworms. If no live foods are available, then frozen daphnia, brine shrimp,
bloodworms or blackworms can be offered on a semi-regular basis.
London Aquaria Society
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Are Marble Peacocks Line Bred?
cont’d from page 10
It’s very important that you regularly provide
them with vegetables, especially if there isn’t much hair
algae for them to feed on in their tank. Some of their
favorite vegetables are blanched and shelled peas, and
zucchini or cucumber medallions. Even with regular feedings of vegetables, you should still consider feeding them
an algae based food several times a week.
Breeding: The American flagfish is one of the easiest killifish to breed, and you can accomplish it without too
much work on your part. They will often breed on their own in the spring and winter, though this seems to
occur more during the spring and fall months.
Usually any fish are sexed prior to be added to the tank (mainly to prevent having a tank full of aggressive males). But if you need to sex the fish, the females are usually larger, with plumper bodies than the males.
They also have a dark spot on the dorsal fin that males do not have and have more of a yellow coloration to
their bodies.The males tend to be greener than the females, and as a rule are significantly more colorful than
the females. Their dorsal-fin will also be larger as are their anal fins.
Many articles claim that American flagfish dig out pits, and show parental care to their eggs and young.
I have never encountered this, and in my experience they appear to be egg scatterers. I can’t say if this is common across all American flagfish, but it has occurred with several separate pairs with me.
The males will set up territories, in which they will then entice the females into. Once the female has
been enticed into the territory, the male will display to the female. If the display is successful, the female will
swim away to a plant or other surface and the male will follow. The male will then attach himself to the female from below, and in quick jerking motions, the eggs will be released. This may be repeated several
times before the fish are done.
The eggs are attached by a sticky thread to the surface, and while American flagfish parents don’t normally eat
all of the eggs, many will still be lost if the parents aren’t removed. This is especially true in any aquarium that
isn’t heavily planted. If you want to maximize the number of fry, the parents should be removed immediately
after breeding.
The fry will hatch after 7-10 days, and they can be fed mircoworms or baby brine shrimp. They aren’t
adept at swimming when they first hatch, and you will see the majority of the fry staying near the bottom on
the tank. You should concentrate your feeding efforts towards the bottom, or the fry may miss the food.
Hair Algae:

One of the reasons that these fish are often sought after, is that they are one of the few fishes

that consume hair algae. While they may not be perfect fit for every aquarium that is struggling with hair algae, it can be a great way to control it in some aquariums. A word of caution though – they are also known
to eat plants, so be aware that they can damage carefully aquascaped aquariums.
London Aquaria Society
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BEST IN SHOW
Name
Joe Fewer
Bob Steele
Name

Fish Name

Month

September Tiger Loach/Botia (Syncrossus hymenophysa)
September Angel (Pterophyllum scalare)
Month

September Tiger Loach/Botia (Syncrossus hymenophysa)

Bob Steele
Bob Steele
Fred Crombe
Lloyd Swance
Bob Steele
Lloyd Swance
Bob Steele
Lloyd Swance

September
September
September
September
September
September
September
September

Bob Steele
Fred Crombe
Fred Crombe

Month

Southwestern Pet Centre
Pets 'n Ponds

Adult Fish Competition

Joe Fewer

Name

Gift Certificate Sponsor

Ribbon
Red

Sterba's Corydora (Corydoras sterbai)
Blue Phantom Pleco (Hemiancistrus sp. L128)
Royal Pleco (Panaque nigrolineatus)
Open Green Swordtail, male (Xiphophorus hellerii)
Open Snakeskin Barb (Desmopuntius rhomboocellatus)
Open Zebra Danio (Danio rerio)
MFF - Angel (Pterophyllum scalare)
MFF - Yellow Swordtail, male (Xiphophorus clemenciae)
Adult Plant Competition

Blue
White
Red
Blue
White
Red
Blue
Ribbon

September Open Water Lettuce (Pistia stratiotes)
September Open Madagascar Lace Plant (Aponogeton madagascariensis)
September Open Jungle Val (Vallisneria americana gigantea)

Red
Blue
White

About the Scarlet Badis
http://www.tropicalfishkeeping.com/profiles/scarlet-badis/
Scientific Name: Dario Dario

Family: Badidae

Species Type: Freshwater Fish

Category: Badids

Care Level: Moderate. May tolerate only a narrow range of water parameters, have specific dietary requirements including frozen or even live foods, may have behaviors that severely limit potential tank mates or may
require a specialized aquarium setup.
Origin: Brahmaputra River system in Assam and northwest Bengal states, India. Found in shallow streams thick
with aquatic or marginal vegetation and a sand or gravel substrate.
Compatibility/Temperament: A naturally shy and retiring fish, it may be maintained in a community tank of very
peaceful fishes that are not active such as smaller rasbora (Boraras and Trigonostigma sp.), pygmy gourami, small
characins, and any of the dwarf Corydoras species. Males may be aggressive particularly in small tanks.
Description: A truly beautiful gem of a small fish. Males have seven dark scarlet vertical bars along the sides; on
females the stripes are either absent or indistinct. The second photo above, by Nonn Panitvong (Siamensis.org),
shows a pair with the male on the left and the female on the right.
Given its very small size--this is the smallest known fish in the order Perciformes--this species is very suitable to nano style tanks and small planted aquaria. In a 5 or 10 gallon aquarium either a pair or one male with 2
-3 females is recommended, and in larger well planted aquaria a group of males/females.
London Aquaria Society
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Month

Plant
Category

Categories

September

open

open fish Loaches, Suckers & Catfish (e.g. Corydoras, Brochis, Plecos )

October

open

open fish Cyprinids (e.g. Goldfish, Koi, Barbs, Danios, Sharks, Rasboras,
White Clouds….)

November

open

open fish Cichlids-substrate spawning (e.g. Angels, Kribs, Rams….
- mouth-brooding (e.g., Aulonocara…)

December

none

January

open

open fish Guppies, (Fancy, Trinadadian...)

February

open

open fish Anabantids (e.g. Bettas, Gouramis, Paradise

Bowl Beautiful

March

open

open fish Mollies, Platies, Swordtails

Novelty Tank

April

open

open fish Characoids (Tetras, Hatchetfish, Silver Dollars...)

May

open

open fish My Favourite Fish (any type of fish)

June

none

none

none

Class
My Favourite Fish
Family
Novice
Egglayer

None - Due to Christmas Pot Luck

Non-Fish

Novice Livebearer

None due to Awards Night

Pairs
-

About the Scarlet Badis
cont from page 12
The males will form small territories, and plants and pieces
of bogwood should be placed so as to provide suitable
territory boundaries. The substrate may be fine gravel or
sand, and floating plants should be present to shade the
light. This fish remains close to the substrate.
This species was described as Labrus dario in 1822
by F. Hamilton who placed both it and what is now Badis
badis in the genus Labrus in the marine wrasse family
Labridae. Both fish were re-assigned to the genus Badis
erected by Bleeker in 1853 under the freshwater fish family Nandidae. In 1968, Barlow et.al. erected the
family Badidae and assigned the genus Badis to the new family. Talwar and Jhingran (1991) considered
both fish to be one species, Badis badis, while Tomey (1999) considered D. dario to be a subspecies of B.
badis (B. badis bengalensis). In 2002, Kullander and Britz revised the family Badidae and erected the genus
Dario for three species, Dario dario (the neotype species for the genus), and two new species D. dayingensis and D. hysginon.
References:
Barlow, George W., Karel F. Liem and Wolfgang Wickler (1968), "Bandidae, a new fish family--behavioural,
osteological, and developmental evidence," Journal of Zoology 156 (4), pp. 415-447.
Kullander, Sven O. & R. Britz (2002), "Revision of the Family Badidae (Teleostei: Perciformes), with description of a new genus and ten new species," Ichthyol. Explor. Freshwat. 13(4), pp. 295-372.
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About the Scarlet Badis
cont from page 13

Scarlet Badis Diet: Naturally feed on insect larvae, small crustaceans, worms,
zooplankton; offer live foods (artemia, blackworms, daphnia), frozen bloodworms, daphnia and brine shrimp. Active tankmates may result in this fish refusing to eat.
Size: Males attain 2 cm, females less; the smallest known percoid species.
Minimum Tank Suggestion 5 gallons but preferably 10 gallons. Ideal water parameters for Scarlet Badis Soft
to medium hard (< 15 dGH), acidic to basic (pH 6 to 8) water, temperature 18-26C/65-79F.

Club Shirts
Hello everyone.
We are working on the final design for the Club T Shirts and we
should have this information by the October meeting.
At the November meeting, we will have some sample shirts for sizing
so that those wishing to purchase a shirt can get their correct size.
As for the price, I believe it will be $20.00 for shirts up to xl and an
extra $2.00 for shirts 2xl and larger. These prices will depend on the number of shirts the Membership would like to buy.
So, get ready everyone. Next
year is our 6oth Anniversary and
we’d like to bring it in with a bang.

Bob
Hamilton & District Aquarium Society
On Saturday, November 14, 2015, the H&DAS will be holding
their annual Potluck Dinner.
Our guest speaker for this event will be Anton Lamboj.
The price for our Potluck Dinner will be $15.00. We will also
be having a Neighbour to Neighbour Food Drive along with prizes and draws. This event
will be held at the Waterdown Legion at 79 Hamilton Street North. For more information, contact Carla at: de_spaey_carla@hotmail.com
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Hey Jack, thanks so much for sharing these photos of Malta with us.
We all hope you’re having a great time.
Hmmmm! Annette,
is this a hint to Ron that if
he doesn’t behave, you’re
going to feed him to the
fishes!
I hope that he doesn't think you mean the

fishes downstairs. ;0)

CAOAC Report
September 20, 2015
COMMITTEES
NEWSLETTER: No report.
OPEN SHOW: No report.
AHD: It has been discovered that the Aquatic Horticultural Directory has been mislabeled on the CAOAC website. It should be AHD not HAP. These files need to be updated and Anne-Marie will
be looking at this as soon as things slow down.
ARCHIVIST: No report.
AWARDS: Peter wants to remind everyone that paperwork must be sent in on time. Most things are due by
the February CAOAC meeting but may be sent in earlier.
BINDER/GUIDELINES: (see AHD)
FAAS: No report.
FISHBREEDERS: No report.
FISH RESCUE: No report.
FUTURES: No report.
JUDGES: No report.
MEMBERSHIP: A survey regarding insurance will be sent out to all clubs. It seems that some clubs have been
told that they need to carry more insurance.
London Aquaria Society
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Club Reports
cont’d from page 15
PROGRAMS: No report.
STEERING: No report.
WAYS & MEANS: Started with$32.06 in purchases. $12.15 in donations + $9.99.
There was no raffle or 50/50 draw due to lack of participation. The new total is
29.90.
Going forward, raffle and 50/50 ticket purchases will be kept separate, no mixing and matching to make up the
$5.00.
WEBMASTER: (see AHD)

Unfortunately, not many clubs were in attendance, most reports were emailed in.
BETTA BREEDERS: President's BBQ held at Catherine's in August. There were 4 attendees. In September, the
new online meeting site “SLACK” was used and went well. There will be another FACEBOOK auction and all of
the fish will have been bred in Canada and shipped directly from the breeder.
CALGARY: Has 75 members. Anne-Marie did a talk about Aquariums of America, October 10th is their auction. There will be a maximum of 600 items and lots are filling up fast. A non-CAOAC sanctioned show (due to
lack of Judges in the vicinity) will be held in March and Ted Judy will be a speaker.
CHATHAM-KENT: Not in attendance
DURHAM: Not in attendance. They have 66 members and on September 22th, Cindy Lee from the Toronto
Zoo is doing a talk.
The Durham Club now needs to get 5 million dollars in liability insurance and three of the CAOAC Executive
are looking into quotes.
EDMONTON: Not in attendance. Anton Lamboj will be doing a talk on Saturday October 7th and an auction
will be held.
HAMILTON: Auction being held on Saturday October 3rd. They are holding a potluck dinner on Saturday November 14, 2015, with Anton Lamboj doing two presentations. If you are attending, please contact Carla to coordinate what you are bringing. If you are unable to bring a dish, please bring a donation for the food bank.
Tickets are $15.00, contact Carla at de_spaey_carla@hotmail.com
KITCHENER: Not in attendance. In September, Frank Aguirre did a talk on plecos. Brent Lamanski received
his Horticultural Grand Master certificate! Saturday October 25th is Oktoberfish. (show and auction)
LONDON: In June, the club did their 4th annual fish shopping trip to Toronto. In September Chris Reidinger of
King Fish Imports, talked to us about the discus that he imports from Germany. Beautiful fish. We had our jar
show and auction as usual. The new executive have taken their places and fit in very well. We are busy making
plans for our upcoming 60th anniversary convention which will take place on the May (20, 21, 22) long weekend in 2016. I will be selling 20, $5.00 raffle tickets starting at our fall show and auction. The tickets will be for
a chance to win a ticket to our convention.
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Pharmacists Ed Plesko and Dave
Perlman along with Registered Pharmacy
Technician Jennefer Gerber Maclean, make
up one of London’s most experienced pharmacy teams.
We provide you with exceptional
pharmacy service in a professional, efficient
and courteous manner.
In a world where “Big Pharma”
sometimes treats customers like a number,
we strive to make a personal connection
C.A.O.A.C. Club Report
with each and every patient. We are independently owned. There are no quotas
If you have already purchased your ticket here and your privacy is always protected.
and win, you can be reimbursed. We are
You and your health matter to us. Advice
also preparing for our annual fall show
for Life is more than a slogan, it’s our phiand auction which will take place on Sunlosophy. Come in and meet our team.
day, September 27, 2015. We look forward to seeing everyone You’ll be glad you did.
there and seeing friends at all of the other events this fall.
Ed, Dave and Jen
OTTAWA: Not in attendance.
PEEL: Not in attendance.
Your London Centre PharmaChoice Team
SASKATOON: Not in attendance. They are holding a CAOC
sanctioned show on the Thanksgiving weekend. They are looking for sponsors at $50.00 per class.
SARNIA: Not in attendance.
ST. CATHERINES: Has a new president, Paul Paradis. September meeting was a kind of reunion, meet and
greet to introduce new people. They had a two table auction. The October speaker is TBA. November 29th
is their big fall auction.
WINDSOR: Not in attendance.
London Aquaria Society
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GIVE YOUR FISH WHAT THEY DESERVE!
Spoil your fish with quality fish food and
aquarium supplies from AngelFins.
Visit us at angelfins.ca or call/e-mail us to schedule
a pickup in Guelph.
AngelFins
http://angelfins.ca/
Quality Aquarium Supplies

245 Southgate Dr. Unit #3 Guelph, Ontario
Phone: 519-546-6911
Email: info@angelfins.ca

Moore Quality...
Moore Knowledge…
Moore Service...
4683 Sunset Road

Phone: 519-782-4052

Port Stanley, Ontario N5L 1J4
Fax: 519-782-3139
www.moorewatergardens.com
80 Years of Quality & Service
“Everything for the Water Gardening Enthusiast
10% Discount to all Club Members
The London Aquaria Society is a non-profit
organization, established in June 1956. Its
main objective is to promote interest in breeding and raising tropical fish and to provide a
means through which hobbyists may exchange
ideas, gain information and display their fish,
sharing them in the public in the London Area.

London Aquaria Society

Advertising Rates
Business Card……………….……$25.00
1/4 page…………………….…….$40.00
1/2 page…………….…………….$75.00
Full Page…………………..……..$125.00
Rates apply for a year coverage totaling 10
issues of our Newsletter. Articles in this publication
may be reprinted provided full credit is given to the
Author, the London Aquaria Society and 2 copies of
the published bulletin or magazine in which the article appears, is to be mailed to:
London Aquaria Society
P.O. Box 45010, RPO Fairmont
London, Ontario N5W 1A3
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PET PARADISE
SUPERSTORE
Locally Owned & Operated Since 1995

Please
Support
Please
Support
Southwestern Pet Centre
Southwestern Pet Centre
1641 Dundas Street
1641 Dundas
(New Location)
DundasStreet
& Saskatoon,Location)
London, Ontario
(New
Dundas & SaskaThey
us!!!
toon,support
London,
Ontario
519-451-7279
They support us!!!

Mon-Wed: 10am-8pm

Sat: 10am-6pm
Sun: 10am-5pm
Thurs 7 Fri: 10am-9pm
519-451-7279
1641 Dundas St London, ON N5W 3C3
1-519-451-7279
Mon-Wed: 10am-8pm

LONDON’S LARGEST SELECTION OF
PUPPIES, KITTENS, REPTILES, FISH,
AND SMALL ANIMALS
 Full line of Pet and Aquarium Supplies
 Knowledgeable Friendly Staff
 Great Package Deals, Reasonable Rates
 Pets Always Welcome!
RECEIVE 10% OFF FISH AND SUPPLIES WHEN YOU PRESENT YOUR AQUARIA SOCIETY MEMBERSHIP CARD.

Our Store Hours:
Mon-Fri……9:30 a.m.— 9:00 p.m.
Saturday…...9:30 a.m.— 8:00 p.m.
Sunday…....11:00 a.m.— 6:00 p.m.

519-432-1600
1080 Adelaide St. North
London, Ontario

www.petparadiselondon.com

PET’S ‘N’ PONDS
11A Frank Street, Strathroy, Ontario N7G 2R2
519-245-0721
www.facebook.com/pages/Pets-N-Ponds/
154308937946767?sk=info
Monday-Thursday

Saturday

11:00 a.m.—7:00 p.m.

10:00 a.m.—5:00 p.m.

Friday

Sunday:

10:00 a.m.—8:00 p.m.

10:00 a.m.-5:00 a.m.
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COME AND SEE WHY BIG AL’S AQUARIUM
SERVICES WAREHOUSE


10,000 GALLONS OF FRESH AND SALTWATER TROPICAL FISH



EXOTIC GOLDFISH & FEEDER FISH



SUPER IMPORT SELECTIONS FROM AROUND THE WORLD AND
FROM OUR EXCLUSIVE FLORIDA FISH FARMS



SUPERB AQUATIC PLANTS IMPORTED FROM AROUND THE WORLD



HUGE SELECTION OF AQUARIUM AND POND SUPPLIES



AQUARIUMS FROM 2.5 TO 300 GALLONS



BIG AL’S QUALITY LINE OF AQUARIUM PRODUCTS, FISH FOODS AND
WOODEN STANDS

519-668-2752



EXPERT STAFF TO HELP YOU WITH ALL OF YOUR AQUARIUM NEEDS



REPTILES

BEST PRICES IN TOWN, GUARANTEED

CORALIFE

10% Discount
To London Aquaria Society
Members
(except sale items)
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